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1. Which CH research question has to be answered? Which CH application has to 

be realized? 

White Bastion case study could serve as an example for visualization of cultural heritage object 

existing only as remains. Based on literature research and archaeological findings and 

assumptions the development of the object through history can be reconstructed and 

presented to the scientific community and general public. 

This case study was looking for answers to the following research questions and its results 

offer the corresponding answers: 

1) interactive or linear storytelling? 

Cultural heritage visualization applications (online applications, museum setups, onsite 

installations) nowadays are not possible without storytelling. Computer animations and 

virtual environments of assumed cultural monuments' appearances are combined with 

stories about the historical context of the monument, events and characters from its past. 

Our dilemma was whether to present the created digital content in form of a linear digital 

story with pre-rendered animations of virtual models or to establish an interactive structure 

combining stories and models, which would enable the user to immerse in the past times. 

We opted for the second solution and our user evaluation confirmed it as a good choice. 

2) Web technology for interactive 3D presentation? 

Interactive virtual models of reconstructed cultural monument can be browsed online only 

if they are implemented in a suitable web 3D technology. Presently most browsers on 

mobile and desktop platforms support HTML5 portable web 3D solutions. As Unity 3D still 

needs a plugin for playing virtual reality environments, we decided to export our content 

into WEB GL. 

3) stories with characters or documentary stories? 

Digital stories for CH visualization need to contain a lot of historical facts. It is essential that 

these facts are presented in such a form to keep interested most of user target groups. 

Incorporating virtual characters into these stories creates an emphatic bond with the 

audience and increases their immersion and information perception. 

4) edutainment value 

Museum exhibitions containing digital content are evaluated both through their educational 

and entertaining value. Edutainment is a new field which qualifies the new cultural heritage 

presentations offering interaction and immersion together with historical information. Such 

presentations are step towards the museums of the future.  

5) overall user satisfaction 

Main goal of our project, and, according to our opinion, of cultural heritage visualization 

projects should be the overall user satisfaction. Reconstructed geometry can have highest 

technical quality, but it means nothing if the application is boring, slow or not user friendly. 



Satisfying all user target groups is a complex task which needs a lot of compromises. Every 

new project through its user evaluation paves another step in the path towards the success. 

6) archaeological research questions 

Archaeologists who initiated the White Bastion project now have an opportunity to see their 

assumptions of the appearance of the object in 3D, browse through them and confirm or 

reformulate their research questions. They agree that this kind of applications are a 

powerful tool to assist their scientific work. 

2. Which information related to physical / optical / geometrical structure of the 

object (and its surface) is relevant for the user question and why? 

White Bastion project was based on historical sources, blueprints and documentation from the 

archaeological site. Our consultants created sketches of assumed appearances of the fortress 

in different time periods. These sketches were guidelines for 3D modelling.  

3. Which data sets contain the required information or allow to derive it, and why? 

Archaeological findings from Museum of Sarajevo were digitized using photogrammetry. 

Digitized models and photos/sketches of similar objects were used as foundations for their 3D 

reconstruction. 

4. How have the required data been… 

a. …acquired? 

data from archaeological excavations (blueprints, findings from the site for photogrammetry) 

b. …processed? 

photogrammetry 

3D modelling: rendering, web implementation 

5. What are the limitations and sources of error? 

Visualized CH objects are intended for presentation purposes. Precision is not an important 

issue in this kind of projects. The whole reconstruction is based on assumptions of 

archaeologists and analogies with similar objects. 

6. What are the benefits of the recording technique(s)/method(s)/data in 

comparison to traditional methods? 

Benefits of interactive over linear digital storytelling: 

– shorter durations of stories save users’ time 

– users can come back many times to explore different stories and virtual environments 

– interaction increases user immersion 

– characters from digital stories emotionally engage the users creating empathy 

– computer animation recreates parts of the fortress which do not exist in reality 

– storytelling introduces the users with history of the object, events and characters from 

its past 


